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M2-H 
Dissemination Branch 
bfomation Management and Services Division 
Office of Thrift Supervision 
1700 G. stlw& N.W. 
Washington, DC 20552 

RE: Comment on Docket No. 2000-91; Savid LO- H~id,& Combat NOtice . . . 
ot &&cant Tranaaotions or Activities and OTS Review of Capid Adecnzv 

i 

Dear Ladies arid Sirs: 

We are writing in response to the captioned notice of proposed rulemakiug and the 

invitation of the Offrice of Thrift Supervision (“0,s”) to comment upon it. 

! 
:’ 

For the reasons set forth herein, we strongly oppose adoption of the proposed regulation. ‘, 

In summary, those include the following: (1) there is no recognized or compel1~~ risk i 

requiring the intervention of new regulations for thrift holding companies; (2) the 

proposed regulations are unfair and confiscatory with respect to un.iw thrift holding 

companies because they may prohibit activities that were expressly permitted at the time ! 
_: 

these companies were encouraged by federal agencies to acquire distressed thrifts; (3) ths 

adoption of the proposed regulations will devalue the thrift charter, discourage the i 

invesmcnt of now capirsrl, cncou-age holding companies to dispose of their savings ,! 
1 
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institution subsidiaries and undercut the government’s interest in having failiqg 

institutions acquired by well-capitalized entities; and (4) the proposed regulations 

constitute un warranted and unnecessary regulatory intrusions upon the business 

judgments of holding companies and their subsidiaries. 

Background on the Commenmors 

American Savings Bank, F.S.B. (“ASB”), is a wholly-owned federal savings bank 

subsidiary of its intermediate parent, HE1 Diversified, Inc., and its top-tier parent, 

Hawaiian EIectric Industries, Inc. (collectively WEl”), 

ASB is the third largest financial institution and the largest thrift in the State of Hawaii, 

with sixty-eight branches serving over half a million customers, As of @e end of 

December 2000, ASB had assets of $6.0 billion and deposit liabilities of $3.6 billion. : 

ASB, under its present federal thrift charter and previously as American Savings and 

Loan Association (Hawaii Division), has served the Hawaii community continuously 

since 1925. Through its retail emphasis and competitively-priced banking services and 

loans, ASB is a vigorous competitor to the two larger Hawaii commercial banks, Bank of : 

Hawaii and First Hawaiian Bank. 

HEI is a holding company with subsidiaries engaged in the electric utility, savings bank ; 

and power development businesses. HJZI has been a registered savings and loan holdiru ‘i 
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company since 1988, and is therefore “grandfathered” under the Gramm-Lea&-Bliley 

Act of 1999. & Home Ownefs’ Loan Act (“HOLA”), Sec. lo; 12 U.S.C., 9 1467(a)(9). f, 

HE1 is a legal entity separate and distinct from its various subsidiaries. Its public utilities ’ 

’ subsidiaries, Hawaiian Electric Company, Inc., Maui Electric Company, Limited, and 

. Hawaii Electric Light Company, Inc., arc highly regulated by the Public Utilitks 

Co&mission of the State of Hawaii. 

In the late 198Os, ASB’s predecessor parent, American Savings and Loan Association, a 

Utah savings and loan, was in financial difficulty and a candidate for governmental 

takeover. In 1988, with the assent and strong encouragement of the Federal Home Loan 

’ Bank Board (WILBB”), HE1 acquired ASB. As a condition of the acquisition, HE1 

executed a capital maintenance agreement, committing itself to infuse up to $65.1 million 

of capital to ASB. Over the years, HE1 has invested over $195 million of capital in ASB 

to support ASB’s growth. Today, the 1988 capital commitment has been reduced to its 

present level of $28.3 million. 

There is no Compelling Needfor New Holding Company Regulations 

’ The OTS is fully capable of addressing any safety and soundness risks to thrift 

subsidiaries posed by holding companies through current regulations. Y.. . 
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Yn the “Supplementary Information” section of the proposal, two purported holding i 
: 

company “issuM were identified. First, the proposal asserts that savings assochtions ” 

“are subject to molding company] decisions that are made with regard to the best . 

interests of tbc corporate structure, ofkm with little consideration Of any potential positive I 

or negative impact on the thr$ standbg alone.” The proposal raised as concerns 

corporate affilhions “involv[i] outsourcing of critics functions and cross-marketing _ 

of products.” 

Savings and loan holding companies and their afliliates are subject to comprehensive 

hmitations on transactions with their subsidiary savings institutions, including 

transactions which involve the outsourcing of functions. Not only are &hare 

transa&ons subject to the quantitative and qualitative restrictions of sections 23A and 

23B of the Fedexal Reserve Act, but they are also subject to additional hmitations on 

loans and investments in regard to affiliates that are set forth in 12 U.S.C. 9 1468(a)(l). 

Moreover, the OTS is authorized to impose additional restrictions on any mastion 

between a savings association and any afEliate of the savings association that the OTS 

determines is necessary to protect the safkty and soundness of the savings associations ; 

These regulatory requirements provide a comprehensive and effective me&s of ensuxing ’ 

that holding company decisions do not adversely impact thrift subsidiaries. 

Furthermore, under section 10(p) of the HOLA, the OTS has the authority to lit 

affiliate transactions. Affiliate contracts are subject to regular examination by the OTS, ‘1 

and the OTS has the authority to set aside or require changes to affiliate contracts that do! 

not meet rcplatory requirements or that pore a safety and soundness conch. 
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As to the issue of the cross-marketing of products, the 0rau.wLeach-Bltiey Act and the 

regulationa promulgated thered= provide a comprehensive regulatory hework for ‘i 

ziddnssiag consumer privacy concerns. Tn addition, the OTS and other fLedcral banking i 

regulators already have adopted extcnsivc and well-established regulations covering the : 

marketing of deposit and loan products. 

The second holding company issue identified by the proposal involves the holding 

company’s capital needs. The proposal asserts that a variety of circumstances involving : 

holding company decisions and operations can exa undue presmre on a thrift to meet 

the demands of the holding company’s obligations or to fund its operations. 

The proposal offers no specific examples or statistical evidence that holding company 

capital ncuds have created clear and present risks to thriA subsidiaries. The OTS has 

broad authority under its capital distribution regulations to monitor, date and COXX~~’ 

the movement of capital from a thrift to its parent holding company. See OTS $563.143. 

Hence, the present regulatory reme already provides the OTS the istans to prevent a 

holding company f&n putting undue demands upon the thrift subsidiary to fimd holding 

company capital needs. The OTS’s concern in this regard appears to be based on the :i 

view that certain holding companies. operate on a “consolidated basis” and tit this, in ‘i 

turn,, means that a holding company may make direot decisions regarding the tvpes of i: : 

business strategies that a thrift subsidiary will pursue without regard to the best interest$ 

of the thrift institution. We believe that unitary holding companies and their SubsidiT 

thrifts are, in fact, very scnsitivc to the responsibility to operate the subsidiary thrift i& 
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1 

prudent manner that protects the independent interests of the &rift. We do not bolievc 

that it is warranted or appropriate for the OTS to adopt a regulation based on the 

assumption that the directors and officers of a subsidiary savings institution are not aware 

of or responsive u) their special obligations in regard to the operations of a federally 

insured savings institution notwithstanding their role in a balding company s&ucWe. . 

In our situation, HEX has been a ready and reliable source of capital for ASB - the exaot 

opposite of the fear expressed in the proposal. As explained above, over the past twelve 

years,, HE1 has infused % 195 million dollars of capital into ASB. Without HEI’s support 

and access to the capital markets, ASB would not have been able to reach the levels of 

profitability, growth, and service to the public to which it has attained. Indeed, had HE1 I 

understood the extent to which new and unnecessary regulatory burdens would be placed 

upon it, it may not have taken the actions that it has. 

brthemaom?, under current regU.kttiOnS, the OTS receives sufpicicllx holding company 

information. Relevant regulations that provide OTS current ihformation on holding ’ 

company activities include the requirement of audited financial reports for large thrifts ; 

and their holding companies, FIRRJZA Management letters, and the regular filing of i’ 

H(b )-I 1 holding company reports. Moreover, OTS examiners regularly conduct a 

holding company examination of HEI. 
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By ITaese Proposed Regulations, the Federai GoveT?maent Unfabi$ 

Reneges on Its Commihnrtis to Unity Thr$ Holding Companies 

During the 1980s. the thrift industry was in distend and the fcderel government actively :I 

solicircd commercial businesses as potential buyer% of these thrifts. Congress’s 

exemption from the general restriction on savings and loan holding company activities ,. 

for unitary holding companies, set forth in 12 U.S.C. 0 1467a(c)(3), was an explicit 

recognition of the fact that these commercial businesses were, and in futun years would ): 

continue to be, actively engaged in non-banking activities. The federal government ] 

induced commercial companies to acquire and invest capital in dhtresscd tbri% with the i 

understanding that such unitary holding companies and their non-thrift subsidiaries could 

contiue their non-banking activities without restrictions. 

This understanding was raised and acknowledged during the fbsncial modernization 

debates leading to the enactment of the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act Senator Phil Gran@ 

of Texas armed: 

During &at period, we were desperate to try to get people to put i 

money into troubled S&s to try to prevent the taxpayer fkom ending up ,; 

paying billions of dollars in defaulted deposits, 
Most of these 22 thrifts were commercial companies that were _: 

enticed by the Office of Thrift Supervision-the Federal Home Loan Bank ‘! 

Board-to come in and buy troubled thrifts, to bring good management, ; 

and to bring in hard cash. 

Commenting upon the “Johnson amendment’s” restriction on the sale of unitary thr@, 

Senator Oramm expressed the concern that a restriction upon the ability of unitary tb&s 
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to be acquired by commercial firms would &press the value of the holding company ! 

pamm’ substantial i~vcstmcnts in once-troubled‘thrifk This, he argued, would be in. 

violation of the takings clause of the Constitution.’ These same concerns are applicable 

to the proposed regukions, as they unfairly change for unitary holding companies the ” 

rules applicable to the ownership of their thrift subsidiaries. 

Hawaiian Electric Industries would be directly impacted by these fairness concerns. In 

1988, American Savings and Loan Association of Utah (the Hawaii division’s parent) 

was operating under a supervisory agreement. When HEI was encouraged by the Federal 

Savings and. Loan Insurance Corporation (“FSLIC”) and the FHLBB to squire ASB, 

there was no suggestion that the federal tbrti regulator conld limit HEI’s future non- 

banking activities. The Regulatory Capital Maintenance/Dividend Agreement by and : 

between FSLIC and HEI only required HE1 to maintain the ASB’s capital level and 

restricted HEI’s ability to receive dividends front ASB. The Regulatory Capital 

Maintenance/Dividend Agreement placed no restrictions upon the tivitios of tit&r HEI 

as a savings and loan holding company or upon the activities of its non-thrift subsidierieti 

Had IXEI known or suspected that the federal thrift regulator would restrict its future 

business activities, it would not have acquired ASB and invested millions of dollars in ’ 

ASB’s capitalization. The proposed regulations, if adopted, un&irly “changes the rules’~ 

1 Senator Gramm’ s comments are found in the Congressional Record-Senate, foi 
May 6,1999, at S4833-34. Many federal courts have upheld the “takings” argument ofi 
thrift acquire.r~ against the government in the FIRREA goodwill/capital maintenance : 

lawsuits. 
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for HE1 after it had made substantial commitments that ulthnately benefited FSLIC and f 

the fdepl government. 

A? 

The Proposed Regulations WouldAuthorize a Regulatory 

Veto of Private Company Business Decirions 

The proposed regulations would confer upon the OTS au unlimited, unchecked, and 

essentially unaccountable power to veto the business decisions of a thrift holding 

company and its non-thrift subsidiaries. 

The proposal seemingly requires the OTS to act within a limited period after receiving r 

n&ice - 30 days with an automatic right to request an additional 30 days for review, E&X 

which tune, if no decision is made, the OTS is deemed cc have no objection to the 

proposed activity. $&? proposed regulation 9 S 84.150. However, this 60-&y imperative 

for action is illusory because the first 30-day “clock” does not start until the OTS has ! 

” deemed the notice to be complete. See proposed regulation 6 584.150 (YOU or your 

subsidiary may engage in the proposed transaction &activity thirty days after 07’S ,’ 

receives all required informarion . . . “). When faced witba complex or unfamiliar 1 
i 

activity or transaction, the OTS Regional Director, no matter how well-intentioned, will :’ 

simply ask for more and more explanations and supplemental filings until he or she is : 

satisfied that he or she understands the situation. Months might pass before the Region@ 

Director simply deems the notice to be complete. 
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The OTS’s authority to delay an activity or transaction for an unlimited period could 

adverstly affect HEI and its non-thrift subsidiaries in several areas. 

A. Facilities Contracts and Power Purchase Agreements 
; 

The core utility businesses are presently subject to the comprehensive review of the State ’ 

of Hawaii’s Public Utilities Commission (“PUC”). From time to time, the utilities enter 

into facilities leases and long-term power purchase agreements. Any untoward delay by .’ 

. _ 

the OTS could potentially result in the utilities losing these contracts notwithstanding 

their prior review and approval by the PUC. .i 

B. Acquisitions and Sales 

From time to time, HEI’s non-thrift subsidiaries enter into agreements to acquire new 

businesses, or to expand or sell existing businesses. Examples of thcsc rypes of 

transactions include agreements to build or operate power plants in foreign countries. : 

Presumably, the OTS has no present expertise in these types of transactions. Were the 

OTS to delay its decision in order to become familiar with a pending ~ansaction, the i 

delay might cause the deal to be canceled by an impatient counter-party unsympathetic to!; 

the need of a banking regulator to review and to become comfortable with a non-banking;, 

transaction. ;. 
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C. Finnming 

The utilities submit five-year budge& to the PUC, f&coasting their linancing needs and 

the timing, amount and.terms of potential debt placements. Despite the utilitks best 

efforts, oftcntimcs financinn plan!3 mu!4 be changed quickly in response market 

conditions. Any failutt to secure timely finming could adversely af3kct optmtions by 

r&ucing worlcing capital and/or keasing Wcing costs. Again, the proposed 

regulations would require duplicative OTS review of these financing amngemeu& the 

OTS will become, in essence, a secondary utility regulator without, however, the PUC’s 

knowledge or ee. 

Furthermore, any delay in the OTS’s approval of f5nancM plans could adversely affect 

HEI and the utilities. HE1 maintaim a “shelf-registration’” for several million dollars 

worth of medium-term notes. This shelf-registration permits HEI to respond quickly to 

changes in the financial markets and 10 lock in favorable rates when available. The 

proposal’s notification re@remex~~ and waiting periods would delay the issuance of these 

mediuIzl term notes, possibly result& in lost financing opportunities in a risii rat~ 

An additional concern in this area is the fact that the proposed regulations do not define 1 
.I 

the types of tmsactions that would qualify as an incurrence of debt for purposes of .: 

potentially triggering a debt related notice. The absence of a clear de$inition has the i, 

poten&l to create significant confusion among both regulators and regulated entities and g 
.d 

the prospect of widely varying implementations of the iqulation i 
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In short, the power to delay is the power to disapprove. The pd regulations would 

prevent holding companies from making quick and timely decisions, tnk.nesscs would 

lose flexibili~ and opportunities, and h~1din.g companies would be unable to rely upon 

th~,buinessjudgmen~oftheirboardsofdirectors. Instead,th~prolposalintejectsth~ 

OTS into the bushes decision-making process, gitig the agancy 8 dc fhcb veto OVCI 

~yproposadtraassction,aadrepleeingsound~j~~withunccrtain 

regulatory judgment in areas over which the regulator may have no cxptise or 

f&liar@. This regulatory intrusion into the business decisions of holding companies 

and their non-thrift subsidiaries is completely unwarranted and unauthorized by Congress 

under HOL,A2 At a minimum, we recommend that the OTS struct~Ne any final 

regulation so that notices would not have to be given with respect to transactions 

involving a holding company or holding company &i&e that itself is subject to a 

significant level of supervision by another federal or state regulatory aulhtirity. 

2 In addition, it is not wise for the OTS to create artificial financial standards that ’ 
’ may be used or relied upon by the capital markets in ways that were u&tended or 

unanticipated. For example, notwitbstantig the OTS’s suggestions to the contraxy, we 5 

believe that a 10% tangible capital requirement for exemption from the applicability of i 

certain holding company restrictions will become a de&to standard that capital markets,; 
investors, creditors and others will apply. To the extent that such a standard may find its : 

way into debentures, covenants and other financing terms that thrift holding companies ’ 
-= codhated with, the OTS should carefully evahate all of the economic and financial ,I 
impacts it may have. 
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v. 

The Proposed Regulation Will Diminish the Attractiveness of the Thrip Charter 

And May Ultimately Lead to the Sale of Thrifl’Subsidiaries and 

Deprive Them of the Support Provided & Diversz@ed 
i :.. 

Holding Compaq Parents 

Several high-ranking federal banking officials have declared that thrift holding 

compsnies operating under the current regulatory regime pose no safety and soundness 

risk. Accmdhg to Treasury Undersecretary John Hawke, ‘there is no history of 

problems attributable to the unitary holding company format.” (Speech before the 

Association of American Law Schools, January 8,1998)? OTS Dir Ellen Seidrnan 

echoed this assessment, saying that, “So far, our experience with the relationship between 

a cornrnercial or major financial entity and a subsidiary or affiliated thrift has been good, 

and devoid of any serious problems.” (Speech before the Exchequer Club, January 21, 

1998). Indeed, the OTS’s own background papers have reached the same conclusion.4 

I 
We are unaware of any significant failures or other problems involving thrift holding ‘j 

companies or their thrift subsidiaries from January 1998 up until the present. We believe) 

that the assessments made by Undersecretary Hawke and Director Seidman continue to 

.3 Mr. Hawke presently holds the office of the Comptroller of the Currency. I 

4 “As these figures show, the OTS experience with holding companies engaged in ,i 

non-banking activities has been modest. Since the enactment of the savings and loan : 

reform legislation in 1989 and the creation of OTS, unitary thrift holding companies havi 
not as a class presented special supervisory problems.” OTS, Historical Framework for 1 

guMon of Activities of Unitarv P and L a~ Holding CG~, 
~~:,,~.ots.treas.gov~do~~4**3~~ ‘@art I&99). :, 

.:; 
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be just as germane today as when they were made-thrift holding companies simply do 

not pose a notable safety and soundness risk. 

For all of ,the reasons stated above, we believe that the proposed regulations are 

unnecessary, unfair to unitary thrift holding companies, and are nnwarrarited regulatory 

intrusions upon business ,decisions. 

Should the OTS nevertheless decide to adopt the proposed regulations over these 

objections and the objections raised by others, there is a strong likelihood that unitary 

thrift holding companies may sell or spin off their thrift subsidiaries. The thrift charter 

would become unattractive, investors would chose other financial entities for their 

capital, and there would be fewer institutions to serve consumers by carrying out the 

housing finance mission that Congress expressly encourages in HOLA. 

Even more significant is the fact that the restrictions imposed by the propcmd r~g&ti~n~~ 

are not in the best interests of the OTS or the FDIC. As the OTS well knows, it and its ’ 

predecessor, the FHLBB, were actively soliciting inkrest in failed savings institutions in i, 

the 1988-1992 period, often trying to attract diverse companies with the requisite amounti 
.: 

of capital, capacity and stature to acquire and operate failed institutions. To the extent :’ 0 

that OTS transforms holding company status into an assurance of unending regulatory I 

interference with normal business activities, those companies will not be there when the ! 

government next needs them. In this regard, we believe that the OTS should consult wit.$ 

investment bankers with expertise in acquisition issues and valuation matters to obtain f, 
_’ 
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their tights as to the likely adverse impact of the Notice and Approval Reqtiexzt on ‘f 

the willingness of potential acqkors to purchase either troubled or health9 thrifts. 

Sincerely, 

Robert F. Mougeot 
Financial Vice Resident, Treasurer and Chief Financial Officer 
Hawaiian Elcctic Industries Inc. 

General Cm&l and Vice Presidentu 
American Savings Bank, F.S.B. 


